TRURO HASH HOUSE HARRIERS NEWSLETTER FOR HASH 1328.
30 Hashers assembled in the Car Park of the Radjel Inn at Pendeen on a glorious sunny
Sunday morning . Yes they do have them in Pendeen even in Movember !
But let me start at the beginning of the weekend on Friday evening when a small crowd
somehow (we drove through very thick fog) gathered at Optic and Bobos’ house to eat
Several people had provided food and drink . Thanks to all the budding Fanny Craddockses
for a wonderful meal ! it was good to catch up with our friends from Okemont – Donut ,
Dunnee , DVK and another Hasher whose name I cannot remember but probably also
started with D ! We had an enjoyable evening and were well stuffed with food and drink by
Midnight or much later for some.
Saturday morning incredibly dawned bright and clear with a normally unseen bright object
in the Sky . This was the day of our Penwith Ramble with thanks to Knickerless and Skids for
choosing a route with a view . We climbed up out of Pendeen and onto the Moor and
eventually came upon a fantastic stone Quoit (or Coat as they say outside Yorkshire). Then
Skids directed us to an ancient Castle (Chunn Castle ) from which you could easily make out
the outline of the Scillies and also see the Lizard from the other side. But even this was not
the highlight of the walk because we then walked back down the Hill into Morvah where a
wonderful Gallery served Cornish Cream Teas . What a feast . Some then returned the direct
route to watch the Rugby whilst the rest braved a more challenging walk back via a sewer
and a slippery slope .
Saturday evening is Curry Night at the North Inn and so 30 of us repaired there for an
absolute feast . We were warned not to take too much food first time round and there
should be seconds for those with a big appetite but there was absolutely loads of food and
some greedy people had 3 or 4 goes at filling themselves . It was great ! A choice of 4
different strength curries and massive popadoms. It was an eventful meal . Afterwards there
was an Auction back at the Radjel and more drinking.
So back to the Hash . The Hares were Optic and Bobos who gave directions and we set off
from the Pub soon to head up to the Moor. A lovely run on muddy paths with lots of shiggy
and puddles and long stretches until a Morlaix Arrow which surprisingly was not at the top
of a Hill for once but still a long way back for the FRBs Then we climbed up to the Castle
again and you could still see the Scillies . Back via the Quoit and a nice downhill path to
Morvah again .This time no Coffee and Cream Tea stop was needed as we soon arrived at a

house on the outskirts of Pendeen with an HH sign in the Garden and a table laden with
home cooking and drinks . Lovely Hash Halt and just a short way back to the Radjel.

DOWN DOWNS
There were a number of misdemeanours mostly involving a spate of dropping beer bottles
which had something to do with the makeshift table in the Yard at the Hash Halt .
Marks for the Hash – 169 and a half. Marks for the Pub – 69.
The Hares – Optic and Bobos
New Hasher – Paula Stone who downed a beer before the Hash (Welcome to Hashing)
Beer Spillage – Donut , CD and DVK.
Don’t Blame Me – Got lost driving to Pendeen not great for a delivery driver ! Also had lots
of missed calls from Tantrum on his phone.
Droop – Mislaid his Beer Tankard again !
Furry – Also lost his beer mug. Turned up with beer and biscuits in it.
Limpit – Left some beer in his glass in the Pub.
PMT – for a brilliant impersonation of Dunnee trying to put his coat on.
Heavy Breather – For confusing naturism with naturalism and embarrassing Pants.
Yakult –For taking 4 Kilos of rice to the meal.
Knickerless – Confused South Park and Center Parcs.
Hap – Posing for photo in Cornwall Today.
By Pass – Falling down on the job twice despite having a walking stick.
Oily Hole – For thinking Pendeen was near Camborne.
A great weekend. On On
Persil.

